A Community Guide to Growth Management

“Here’s the radical idea:
We can restore peoples'
faith in progress. We can
get back to the idea that
growth and change might
actually make [places]
more liveable, more
charming, more functional
and more sustainable.
That is possible and that is
why we plan.”
- Victor Dover

INTRODUCTION

T

he South Carolina Lowcountry offers one of
the most in-demand landscapes in America.
By 2025, the population in Beaufort County
alone is expected to increase by 52 percent,
up from 172,000 in 2013 to 261,000.
If left to chance, population growth will lead to
suburban sprawl – a growth pattern that destroys
farms, wetlands and forests; degrades waterways;
pollutes the air; reduces wildlife habitat; and jeopardizes public health and safety. Indirect effects
include traffic congestion, less time outdoors and
escalating costs for local governments in the provision of services like roads, water and sewer. The
result of suburban sprawl is almost always the loss
of sense of community.
Still, Beaufort County and the City of Beaufort are
in a good position to plan for growth in a manner
that not only accommodates a growing population,
but also enhances the existing natural, built and
cultural assets and communities of the Lowcountry.
No place needs a thoughtful vision and plan more
than Lady’s Island.
Located on Beaufort County’s urban/suburban
boundary and parceled among jurisdictions, Lady’s
Island is at risk of slipping through the comprehensive planning cracks.
In 1970, nearly 2,000 residents called Lady’s
Island home. In just 10 years, the population grew
to 3,120. Today, the population of Lady’s Island
is 12,500 and climbing. Recent growth pressures
presented themselves as a handful of development
proposals. Several projects, specifically Walmart
and Oyster Bluff, provoked community outcry that
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these developments were not in keeping with the
character of the island.
Citizens on Lady’s Island are concerned that the
future of their community is in limbo.
As a result, more than 400 residents of Lady’s
Island, led by the Sea Island Corridor Coalition and
the South Carolina Coastal Conservation League,
participated in a community forum and nine follow-up workshops between February and March
2017 to begin to define what is in keeping with the
island’s character.
The culmination of these efforts to date is this
document, representing expert guidance, community input and a synthesis of themes and guiding
principles intended to serve as a planning and development guide for local elected officials, partners,
planners and anyone involved in the future of Lady’s
Island or the surrounding areas in Beaufort County.
The work to plan for Lady’s Island’s future will
extend beyond this document with future expert involvement, citizen education and engagement, and
government action.

The community’s hope is that this
document serves as a starting point and
guidance for leadership to take the next
step to create a comprehensive vision and
growth plan for Lady’s Island. A plan can
result in responsible action, inspired
development, and an educated community.
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GETTING STARTED: A FORUM FOR LADY’S ISLAND RESIDENTS

T

he Sea Island Corridor Coalition and the
South Carolina Coastal Conservation League
sponsored Designing A Future For Lady’s
Island on February 23, 2017. The forum was
designed to engage the community and to collaborate with the multi-jurisdictional efforts of Beaufort
County and City of Beaufort on Lady’s Island.
Nationally recognized town planner Victor Dover
of Dover, Kohl & Partners in Miami delivered the
keynote speech and led the participants through
keypad polling exercises, surveys and a mapping
exercise (maps were provided on 22 tables in the
room at Lady’s Island Elementary School). After the
forum, there were nine additional mapping workshops and online surveys to ensure that every
willing participant on Lady’s Island had the
opportunity to weigh in and be heard.
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The Residents Spoke: Here’s What They Said

G

reater efforts to solicit more meaningful and frequent
community input in a comprehensive community planning effort will lead to a better plan. The community
enjoyed the forum and indicated that they would attend
similar ones in the future.
Keypad polling during the meeting showed a majority of participants favored built environment designs that featured street trees,
a mix of land uses, active storefronts and public transit. The forum
should serve as a model for future engagement.
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Participant feedback:The larger the word,
the more common the response.

Participant feedback indicates citizens are ready and
willing to participate in future planning efforts.

General comments from the forum offer
important food for thought for citizens,
developers, planners and elected
officials. Notable comments include:

Level of Optimism

On the need for planning together: “Many
minds create great ideas”; “People want 'good'
development and will get involved”; “The seed
was planted for a sustainable vision of the
future”
On urgency: “It’s not too late”; “Change is
hard”; “Be careful with Whitehall!”
On land use: “Reduce the amount of housing
developments - build complete communities”;
“Keep soft edges”; “Be walkable/bikeable”;
“Promote village center or clusters of commerce and community centers”

Preferred Future Involvement

On concerns with existing plans: “How much
impact [do] new ideas have considering the
amount of development that has already been
approved?”; “We have been doing this since
1990 and with each council it changes”
On things to avoid: “No more big stores”;
“Don’t allow building on the marsh like
Walmart”; “The business growth boundary
needs to stop on Lady’s Island and not urbanize St Helena”

Will you participate in future planning
Will you
par/cipate
in future
planning
events
for Lady’s
Island?
events for Lady's Island?

On what was missing – and what can
be added to future forums and efforts:
“Discuss stormwater and traffic management”; “Cross-island transportation (east to
west)”; “I expected to see actual models”

Yes

No
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On identity: “As you come off the bridge from
Beaufort, [the road should] have a more cohesive look and feel that is beautiful… and makes
you feel like you’ve crossed over to a very special island”
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Dana Beach

MAKE IT HAPPEN

Lady’s Island Needs A Plan

L

ady’s Island is a thriving community with
its own unique history and character
worthy of respect and protection; it's not
simply a residential suburb of Beaufort
serving Northern Beaufort County. Lady’s Island
demands its own vision and plan.
Taking the principles and concerns from the
forum and putting them into a meaningful plan
will take leadership, coordination and initiative.
Collectively planning for growth on Lady’s Island
will support economic vitality, environmental
protection and a high quality of life.

A Vision
The character of Lady’s Island is
reflected in the architecture and
landscape that retains the look and feel
of the Lowcountry environment and
includes such things as: a diversity of
affordable housing choices;
transportation corridors that don’t
overwhelm the island (like walking and
bicycling); access to services and
businesses providing the essentials of
living; ample access to varied resources
for recreation, relaxation, education and
spiritual life; and a controlled pace of
planned development in which
residents play a meaningful role
alongside developers, experts, and
public officials.
This character is only present when
visionary planning demands it and
action follows.
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PRINCIPLES FOR FUTURE GROWTH ON LADY’S ISLAND
The prosperity of Lady’s Island requires a collective vision for growth
and a companion plan guided by five basic principles:

Five Principles for Growth
n

Inspired Development:
Inspiring, functional patterns of
development within the developed
areas of Lady’s Island that support
small businesses, new residents and
community interaction.

n

Character Enhancement:
Retention of the Island’s
character and support for a
vibrant rural community with
healthy farms, wetlands and
waterways.

n

Community Involvement:
A concerned, educated and
engaged citizenry that works
toward solutions alongside
experts and elected officials.

n

Connected Transportation:
An integrated transportation
network that includes bicycles,
pedestrians and cars and allows for
future public transit.

n

Sunlight & Predictability:
A fully transparent, predictable
development process and plan for
future growth that is collaborative
across jurisdictional boundaries.

www.designingladysisland.com
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Breaking Down the Principles
FIRST PRINCIPLE: INSPIRED DEVELOPMENT

I

nspired, functional patterns of development within the existing development footprint should integrate housing, businesses and
facilities, all while supporting new residents
and community interaction. This requires:
n Access to affordable housing choices that

includes businesses and civic resources within
a reasonable distance
n Retrofitted commercial areas to accommodate
future mixed-use
n Provision of and access to public green space
and civic and cultural resources
n Thoughtful design that is sensitive to its
surroundings
Newpoint, Lady’s Island

Dover, Kohl & Partners

Dover, Kohl & Partners

The two images below reflect developments with higher density housing choices, including apartments
and duplexes. The uses and the number of units per acre do not vary substantially between images;
however, the design is very different and elicited very different responses from the public.

An active storefront in Habersham, featuring
restaurants, businesses and apartments in a
single block garnered support from 87% of
the crowd.
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This image scored only 10% approval and
90% disapproval. Discussion identified that
participants disliked the vacant facades and
minimal vegetation.
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Dover, Kohl & Partners

Dover, Kohl & Partners

Mixed land use repeated itself as a popular
request for future development. Nearly 90% of
participants favored this active streetscape.

By comparison, this more typical suburban
storefront was disliked by 62% of the crowd.

Dover, Kohl & Partners

Dover, Kohl & Partners

Polls showed less consensus on these images, but reflect important concerns.

Street trees, missing from this storefront scene,
left the crowd unsure: 44% loved it, 46% had no
opinion.

This image ranked more favorably with 57%
registering approval, while 33% had no
opinion. Discussion centered around design, the
“monolithic building” did not have “Lowcountry
character.” While it provided for a needed use – a
pharmacy on the bottom floor – and had street
trees, the architecture could be “anywhere USA.”

In follow-up mapping sessions, participants discussed land uses in physical contexts. Repeatedly,
residents identified areas for mixed land uses and retrofit of current commercial centers. In addition,
participants agreed close proximity of these village services to residential housing is important to
reduce vehicle miles traveled and expand options for pedestrians and bicyclists.
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A
n

Appropriately-scaled road infrastructure with
continuous sidewalks, usable crosswalks and
bike lanes to encourage multi-modal use of the
street and highway networks
Connected streets designed with safe design
speeds, street trees and landscaped medians
Street and highway networks to give drivers
choices and reduce congestion at central
choke points
Dover, Kohl & Partners

n

n integrated transportation network should
include bicycles, pedestrians and cars and
allow for future public transit. This
requires:

Dover, Kohl & Partners

n

Adobe Stock

SECOND PRINCIPLE: CONNECTED
TRANSPORTATION

Participants indicated the automobile-dependent thoroughfares with heavy traffic congestion at a few intersections is the problem.
Overwhelmingly, 91% of participants want
to avoid street design that enables this trend.

Eighty percent found this image favorable
because it included public transit (phased in
over time), the presence of cars, street trees and
the ability to walk or run.

As more neighborhood connections are
built, street design becomes increasingly important to guard against fast
through-traffic that disrupts neighbors.
Results were split by the poll question on
the left.
Dover, Kohl & Partners

Just as land use impacts street design,
street design can play a role in land use.
In fact, the most important element for
walkability is small block size.
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Accommodating new connections and bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure will require working with
the state's Department of Transportation to achieve
flexibility with design standards, as well as with
landowners on appropriate land use nearby.

Dover, Kohl and Partners

New street connections, as recommended in this
map, will allow for smaller block sizes and
increased choices for drivers.
On maps, participants further revealed key places
for bike lanes and sidewalks. This is important
when considering access to public parks like
Crystal Lake or Factory Creek or extending walkability into downtown Beaufort – only 1.2 miles
from Beaufort High School.
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TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS

June 2006

Street design needs to reflect the adjacent land
uses. This image from the Boundary Street Master
Plan features a neighborhood streetscape.

In mapping workshops, residents indicated
where future connectivity, bicycle and
pedestrian access and potential future
transit might occur.

LADY’S ISLAND TRAFFIC VOLUMES
30,000

SUMMARY OF IMPROVEMENTS
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 Improvements to the main intersection of US 21
and SC 802
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Prepared by Stantec Engineering for the City of
Beaufort, this image shows the recent increase in
traffic volumes.
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 Bicycle and pedestrian accommodations
 Beautification enhancements

Summary of recommendations from the City
of Beaufort traffic study (February 2017).
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THIRD PRINCIPLE: CHARACTER
ENHANCEMENT

R
n
n
n

Protected rural landscapes on the edge
Support for current agricultural operations
A thoughtful transition from urban to rural
environments. Communities or clusters of
communities should have a defined edge, and
rural zoning should be meaningfully different
from developed areas
Natural resources, such as wetlands, flood
plains, recharge zones, riparian areas, open
space and native habitats, should be
identified, preserved and restored. These
resources are valued assets for flood
protection, water quality improvement,
groundwater recharge, habitat and overall
long-term water resource sustainability
Beaufort County

n

etaining the Island’s character and
supporting a vibrant rural community
with healthy farms, wetlands and
waterways requires:

Permanently protected land on Lady’s Island.
A theme leading up to the forum was the need to
protect special places on Lady’s Island, including
land on the rural edge. Lady’s Island is 13,000 acres
– some protected, some that should be protected,
and some better suited for development. A recent
survey by the Rural and Critical Lands program
found that 97 percent of participants believe conserved lands contribute to the high quality of life
we enjoy. Existing protected properties on Lady’s
Island include Brickyard Farms, Crystal Lake and
Factory Creek water access.
It is important to identify other valuable properties worthy of protection, not only along the rural
edge, but also habitat corridors around river frontages and between currently protected properties.

The Beaufort County Rural and Critical Lands
Program protects land to conserve our water quality,
economic vitality, cultural character and agricultural
resources. Over 300 acres are permanently protected
on Lady’s Island.
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FOURTH PRINCIPLE: SUNLIGHT
& PREDICTABILITY

A

transparent, predictable development
process for future growth that is collaborative across jurisdictional boundaries
will support a community plan rather than
developer-initiated, piecemeal development proposals. This requires:
n
n
n
n
n

Fully transparent and inclusive planning
processes
Sharing of costs and responsibilities
Ongoing use of a Lady’s Island joint
design review body
Frequent use of visual models for all
planning proposals
Communication, inclusion and
engagement

Dover, Kohl & Partners

Piecemeal development that consumes rural landscapes is problematic and can be avoided with
good planning. For example, this residential community in the City of Charleston did not integrate
with existing development and destroyed a large amount of former greenspace.
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FIFTH PRINCIPLE: COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT

A

n

n
n

n engaged, educated citizenry works
toward solutions with experts and elected
officials. This requires:

Ongoing education and development of a
shared community vision that can be
promoted and implemented
Multi-jurisdictional commitment to a shared
community vision
Support for public investment and
involvement in Lady’s Island planning and
development

Division P.20: Places in Beaufort County

Using the “Place Types” map from
the Beaufort County Community
Development Code , citizens zoomed
in on Lady’s Island to discuss
development potential.

Beaufort County Community Development Code

P-12

Beaufort County Community Development Code

To view community feedback on
maps, visit our website:
www.designingladysisland.com

Mixed Uses
Improved Commercial
Institutions
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CONCLUSION

A Community Guide to Growth Management
Five Principles for Future Growth on Lady’s Island
n

Inspired Development: Inspired, functional patterns of development within the developed areas
of Lady’s Island that support small businesses, new residents and community interaction.

n

Connected Transportation: An integrated transportation network that includes bicycles,
pedestrians and cars and allows for future public transit.

n

Character Enhancement: Retention of the Island’s character and support that advances a vibrant
rural community with healthy farms, wetlands and waterways.

n

Sunlight & Predictability: A fully transparent, predictable development process and plan for
future growth that is collaborative across jurisdictional boundaries.

n

Community Involvement: A concerned, educated and engaged citizenry that works toward
solutions alongside experts and elected officials.

I

n response to increased development and the
perception of uncertainty, stakeholders reacted. Designing a Future for Lady’s Island, attended by more than 400 people, taught us a lot.
Community members agreed that Lady’s Island has
significant development potential. More importantly,
residents want meaningful place-making across
jurisdictions and are enthusiastic and eager to
participate in planning the future of Lady’s Island.
This guide is a beginning, not an end. We hope that
this document serves as a starting point and guidance
for leadership to take the next step to create a comprehensive vision and growth plan for Lady’s Island.
As plans lead to action, citizens will continue to

participate in the process. This work is not the
singular responsibility of any one entity – public or
private.
This guide will be a true success if residents, developers, professionals and elected officials incorporate
these five principles in plans for future growth. We
expect that governments will work more closely together, developers will work to the public benefit as
well as their own, the public will continue to be engaged, and the result will be a Lady’s Island we can
point to with unique pride of place. The future of
Lady’s Island awaits.

Visit our website to learn more and take action:
www.designingladysisland.com
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